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Abstract—Governmental bodies, such as military and national security agencies, keep looking for proprietary encryption algorithms to secure their confidential communication applications. Customizing published encryption algorithms is a trend to acquire proprietary encryption algorithms at affordable research and development cost. Cost, here, may be represented by the required efforts for designing and testing the customized algorithm. The security architecture of the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) mobile communications includes a standardized encryption algorithm F8 which is based on the KASUMI block cipher algorithm. In this paper we propose a newly customized version of the KASUMI block cipher. The customization is targeting the S-boxes of KASUMI. New S-Boxes are generated and tested to verify the required cryptographic features.

Index Terms—KASUMI block cipher algorithm, 3GPP, strict avalanche criterion, UMTS.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade there has been an exponential rise in the use of mobile services. The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) is the most popular 3G mobile communication systems, which introducing high quality services while retaining the essential and robust security features of the preceding systems [1]. Security is a vital requirement in today’s mobile communication services. F8 encryption algorithm is introduced for 3G security to encrypt the user’s and signaling data sent over the radio link to provide secrecy. F8 is implemented in both the handset and the radio network controller. F8 is a symmetric synchronous stream cipher used for ciphering frames with different lengths. The keystream generator used in F8 is based on the block cipher KASUMI that is specified in [2]-[3]. KASUMI is used in a form of output-feedback (OFB) mode and generates the output keystream in multiples of 64-bits chunks.

In this paper we present a customized version of KASUMI block cipher to suit proprietary data encryption applications for governmental and national security agencies. The structure of the proposed paper is as follows: Section II presents the F8 algorithm. Section III introduces the customized KASUMI block cipher. The evaluation of the new S-boxes in the customized KASUMI is presented in Section IV. Simulation results of the new S-boxes evaluation are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI addresses the final conclusions.

II. F8 ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM

The F8 algorithm is based on the KASUMI block cipher and specified by 3GPP to be used in 3G mobile systems as the core algorithm for secrecy and integrity tools [4]-[5]. F8 is a symmetric synchronous stream cipher encryption algorithm which is applied to achieve user’s and signaling data over the radio link. Consequently, any sensitive information such as telephone numbers; user data, voice calls and other user-generated data over the radio path is protected. The primary input to the F8 is a 128-bit secret Cipher Key (CK). A 5-bit identity BEARER input, a 32-bit frame dependent COUNT input and a 1-bit input transmission DIRECTION is used to apply uniqueness to input frames. The output of F8 algorithm is a stream of bits (key stream) having a length equal to the frame length. Finally the plain data (frame) is Xored with the generated keystream for encryption as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Ciphering of user and signaling data using F8 algorithm.

Fig. 2. F8 Keystream generator.
Fig. 2 represents the structural description of F8 algorithm [3]. It uses KASUMI block cipher as a keystream generator in a form of output-feedback mode (OFB). It generates key stream in form of multiple 64-bit blocks. The feedback data are modified by a static data held in a 64-bit register A and an incrementing 64-bit counter BLKCNT. KASUMI has a Feistel structure which comprises eight rounds [2]. Eight is not a random number since with the analysis it might be possible to find some attacks to 6 rounds, but not to the full 8-round KASUMI [6]. KASUMI operates on 64-bit data blocks and its processing is controlled by a 128-bit encryption key that derives the sub-keys KL, KO and KI for all rounds [2].

Fig. 3 shows the eight rounds of KASUMI, each round comprises two components FL and FO.

III. CUSTOMIZED KASUMI BLOCK CIPHER

The main difference between the customized KASUMI and the standard one is the used S-boxes. The idea beyond customizing the KASUMI block cipher is to generate new S-boxes for F8. If the new S-boxes are kept secret, then the customized KASUMI has a new additional security dimension beside the used secret keys. This customization of KASUMI can be easily implemented by any governmental agency.

Substitution is a nonlinear cryptographic transformation which performs confusion and diffusion of bits. Nonlinear transformations are essential for every modern encryption algorithm and are proved to be strong cryptographic primitives against linear and differential cryptanalysis [7]. Generation of S-boxes can be achieved using one of four different methods. These methods are: random, random with testing, human-made, and math-made methods [8].

To keep the same security structure of the KASUMI algorithm, the new S-boxes have to be generated with the same features of the standard ones i.e. the S7-box contains a new 128-element permutation and S9-box contains a new 512-element permutation. Consequently, a random permutation generator is implemented and executed to create the new S-boxes. However, these S-boxes are randomly generated, in the following section, testing procedures are applied to evaluate their performance. Apparently, the random method with testing has been adopted in this paper to generate new S-boxes.

IV. EVALUATION OF THE NEW S-BOXES

In [9]-[10] there are three addressed methods to verify the strict avalanche criterion (SAC) as a tool for evaluating the strength of S-boxes. SAC can be evaluated analytically by three different graphical methods [9]-[10]:
1) Analysis of the frequency of various Hamming weights (Avalanche criteria).
2) Analysis of the frequency of various differential values ΔY (completeness);
3) Analysis of the Hamming weights according to the bit position (Strong S-box).

A. Analysis of the Frequency of Occurrence of Various Hamming Weights (Avalanche Criteria)

This analysis studies the avalanche criterion demonstrated in the outputs of the S-box. The output of S-box exhibits an avalanche criteria if an average of one half of the output bits will be changed whenever a single input bit is complemented [9]. In this test the frequency of occurrence of various Hamming weights is analyzed in the S-box with length m, where m is the number of bits in the output of the S-box. The avalanche criteria test is performed in the following steps

1) Choose a random number x in the range of S-box addresses, then find the corresponding output value of S-box

permutations of integer numbers, S7 is a 128-element permutation from 0 to 127, and S9 is a 512-element permutation from 0 to 511, listings of the standard S7 and S9 are shown in [2].
where \( y = s(x) \).

Step 2: Choose another random number \( x' \), in the same range of \( x \), then find the corresponding output value of S-box; \( y' \), where \( y' = s(x') \).

Step 3: Compute the differential output \( \Delta y \) where \( \Delta y = y \oplus y' \); where \( \oplus \) is the bit-per-bit XOR function.

Step 4: Find the Hamming weight \( w \) of \( \Delta y \) where, Hamming weight of a binary string is defined as the number of ones in this string. Computing the Hamming weight of \( \Delta y \) is equivalent to computing the Hamming distance between \( y \) and \( y' \).

Step 5: Repeat from step 1 to step 4 for \( n \) trials of testing.

Step 6: Analyze the frequency of occurrence of various \( \Delta y \).

If the frequencies of occurrence of various Hamming weights follow the Gaussian distribution, this means the S-box has good property of strict avalanche criterion [9].

B. Analysis of the Differential Values (Completeness)

This analysis finds out the dependency of output bits of the S-box on the input bits to the S-box. Thus, if each output bit of the S-box is dependent on all input bits of S-box this means that the corresponding S-box satisfies the completeness analysis [9]. The input to the completeness analysis is the S-box with length \( m \), where \( m \) is the number of the output bits, while the output is the frequency of various differential \( \Delta y \) which is computed in previous test.

The completeness test is executed by performing the first five steps of IV.1, in step 6, the frequencies of different values of \( \Delta y \) are counted. If they are almost the same this means the S-box satisfies the completeness properties [9].

C. Analysis of Hamming Weight According to Bit Position (Strong S-box)

This analysis measures the strength of S-boxes. It considers the S-box as a strong one if the frequency of Hamming weight of the binary representation of \( \Delta y \) - according to the bit position- is constant [9]-[10]. In this test the differential outputs \( \Delta y \)'s are computed as in the first test, then the binary representations of all \( \Delta y \) are listed. The Hamming weights are calculated by summing the ones in each column of the binary representations of all \( \Delta y \). If the Hamming weights of all columns are constant this indicates that the S-box is a strong one [9].

To verify that the newly generated S-boxes satisfy the SAC criteria, we chose to run SAC tests for 1536 and 2048 trials on S9-box, and 384 and 512 trials on S7-box, these numbers of trials are chosen to make sure that each output value will appear 3 times in average to give good statistics for these tests.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS OF THE SAC TESTS

A. Analysis of the Frequency of Occurrence of Various Hamming Weights (Avalanche Criterion)

The generated S7 and S9 boxes are subjected to this analysis for different counts of testing \( n \). The simulation results show a Gaussian distribution as shown in Fig. 4. a, b, c, and d respectively. Consequently, the S-boxes satisfy the requirement of test-1 and show good properties of strict avalanche criterion [9]. Moreover the standard S-boxes are subjected to the same test for comparison. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.e and 4.f respectively.

Fig. 4. a Matlab simulation result of the frequency of various hamming weights for new S9-box of \( n=1536 \).

Fig. 4. b Matlab simulation result of the frequency of various hamming weights of new S9-box for \( n=2048 \).

Fig. 4. c Matlab simulation result of the frequency of various hamming weights of new S7-box for \( n=384 \).

Fig. 4. d Matlab simulation result of the frequency of various hamming weights of new S7-box for \( n=512 \).

Fig. 4. e Matlab simulation result of the frequency of various hamming weights of standard S9-box for \( n=2048 \).
Fig. 4. f Matlab simulation result of the frequency of various hamming weights of standard S7-box for n=512.

B. Analysis of Differential Values (Completeness)

The analysis is applied to the standard and new S-boxes. Fig. 5. a, b, c and d show samples of these results. To analyze these results, the mean and standard deviation of the simulation results are calculated and compared with those of the standard S-box. For S7-boxes, the mean values of the standard and new S7-box equal 4 for n = 512 and the standard deviations equal to 1.97 and 1.81 respectively for the same value of n. For S9-boxes, the mean values of the standard and generated S9-boxes are the same and equal to 4 when n = 2048, while the standard deviations are equal to 2 and 1.99 respectively. These results show that the mean and standard deviation of the generated S-boxes are very close to the values given by standard S-boxes. As a conclusion, the generated S-boxes satisfy this criterion.

C. Analysis of Hamming Weight According to Bit Position (Strong S-box)

Testing the frequency of various Hamming weights according to bit position is performed on the standard and new S-boxes for different n. Samples of these results are shown in Fig.s 6.a, 6.b, and 6.c when n = 2048 and 512. All these simulation results for different n show that the Hamming weights for all Δy according to bit position are almost constant. As a conclusion, the generated S-boxes satisfy this criterion.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper introduces design of a new version of F8
algorithm based on customized KASUMI block cipher. The objective of this new version is to serve the needs of governmental bodies who are looking for proprietary encryption algorithms to secure their confidential applications. The customization process depends on generating new S-boxes that are used in FI function in the standard KASUMI algorithm. The new S-boxes are generated using the random with testing generation technique. Evaluation of the new S-boxes are carried out to insure that the new S-boxes contents satisfy the strict avalanche criterion SAC. The three methods used to test SAC are performed on both new and standard S-boxes. The new S-boxes have passed these tests for different runs and show a similar performance as standard boxes.
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